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Abstract Provenance refers to any information describing
the production process of an end product, which can be
anything from a piece of digital data to a physical object.
While this survey focuses on the former type of end product, this definition still leaves room for many different interpretations of and approaches to provenance. These are typically motivated by different application domains for provenance (e.g., accountability, reproducibility, process debugging) and varying technical requirements such as runtime,
scalability, or privacy. As a result, we observe a wide variety
of provenance types and provenance-generating methods.
This survey provides an overview of the research field of
provenance, focusing on what provenance is used for (what
for?), what types of provenance have been defined and captured for the different applications (what form?), and which
resources and system requirements impact the choice of deploying a particular provenance solution (what from?). For
each of these three key questions, we provide a classification
and review the state of the art for each class. We conclude
with a summary and possible future research challenges.

1 Provenance: data about a production process
Provenance generally refers to any information that describes the production process of an end product, which can
be anything from a piece of data to a physical object. Thus,
provenance information encompasses meta-data about entities, data, processes, activities, and persons involved in the
production process [89]. Essentially, provenance can be seen
as meta-data that, instead of describing data, describes a production process. The collection (also referred to as capture)
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and processing of provenance is important in various settings, e.g., to assess quality, to ensure reproducibility, or to
reinforce trust in the end product. As a first glimpse on the
large variety of possible provenance applications, consider
the following three sample use cases.

1.1 Provenance use cases (What for?)
Supply chains. In 2013, the European food market was hit
by a major scandal: several processed food products supposedly containing beef were discovered to contain horse meat
instead. As a consequence, labelling the origin of (ingredients in processed) food and documenting its whole processing and supply chain were debated by food vendors, national
governments, and the European Commission [53]. Independently of the individual measures taken, consumers experienced a (at least temporary) general awareness and increased
need for information on the provenance of food to better assess food’s quality and to regain trust in food products. Similar stories regarding how provenance about product origin
and supply chain can be told for various other sectors [146].
Scientific experiments. The ATLAS experiment is one major experiment at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. The
first run of data acquisition has led to the accumulation of
around 100 PB of data (both raw and processed). Experiments of this scale are not easily repeatable, meaning that
ensuring the reproducibility and accessibility of the scientific results is essential. Therefore, the ATLAS collaboration
has set up a strategy for preserving both the data and the procedures used to analyze them, relying on provenance [54].
Complex data processing. When implementing applications involving data processing, it is typically difficult to
formulate the correct queries or data manipulations from
scratch at first try. Reasons for instance lie in a poor documentation of used sources, cryptic values, unclear data qual-

From the above three examples, we observe that the end
product for which provenance is collected can be anything
(food, a scientific result, or derived data). This survey focuses on methods and systems providing provenance for derived data that result from possibly complex data processing
pipelines. To the best of our knowledge, this is also the focus
of existing systems that support provenance.
The above examples further illustrate some of the different applications of provenance, e.g., assessing quality, preserving processes for repeatability, or supporting query development to improve process quality. This survey provides
a classification of the various applications of provenance
that in general serve to understand, reproduce, and improve
production processes and their end products.

1.2 Types of provenance (What form?)
Within the scope of considered provenance use cases, i.e.,
provenance of derived data serving various applications, we
observe that different types of provenance can be collected.
This survey presents a classification of these provenance
types. Based on [98], our classification includes four main
provenance types, namely provenance meta-data, information systems provenance, workflow provenance and data
provenance. As illustrated in Fig. 1, these roughly form a
hierarchy where provenance meta-data is the widest, i.e.,
most general type, whereas data provenance has the most
specific domain. That is, as we move up the hierarchy, additional restrictions on the provenance type apply, reducing
some degrees of freedom at the benefit of being able to leverage the narrower scope to collect provenance. More specifically, these restrictions limit the set of supported processes
or provenance models (see left side of Fig. 1) and directly relate to the level of instrumentation available to collect provenance of a given type (see right side of figure). Indeed, at the
low level of the spectrum, no instrumentation may be available in general (and thus, provenance collection reduces to
some ad-hoc meta-data collected about an arbitrary production process). Opposed to that, data provenance relies on a
highly instrumented environment, exploiting clear semantics of individual processing steps and relationships between
them available due to the restriction to structured data models and associated declarative query languages.

specific
process / provenance model

ity, faulty code, etc. This entails incremental development
of complex data processing pipelines: developers write the
necessary code, test it, analyze the result, refine the code (or
clean the data) as the result does not (yet) match their expectation, test again and so on until the desired and expected
result is obtained. The collection and analysis of provenance
in this context can lead to faster and higher-quality analysis,
debugging, and refinement of data processing [30, 96].
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Fig. 1: Provenance hierarchy

We further sharpen the distinction between the different provenance types below. However, we point out that the
transition from one type to another is a gradient rather than
a sharp edge. The detailed discussion of the survey will then
focus on the two top-levels of the hierarchy, namely data
provenance and workflow provenance.
Provenance meta-data. Provenance meta-data is the most
general type of provenance that encompasses any possible
meta-data about a production process. It provides users with
the widest degree of freedom to model, store, or access the
provenance of any type of end product or production process
and allows to classify proprietary solutions for provenance
management (e.g., Informatica Big Data Management, IBM
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, SAS Lineage)
where internals are not disclosed. Note that we distinguish
provenance meta-data from other meta-data based on their
intended applications. Indeed, whereas general meta-data
aims at assigning meaning to data, provenance information
is descriptive of the data derivation process [64].
Being a placeholder for any provenance, no restrictions
nor assumptions apply on the underlying process being described by provenance, the data model of provenance information, etc. Consequently, we cannot instrument any predefined properties or assumptions for the purpose of provenance management. So in summary, provenance meta-data
is defined as meta-data describing an arbitrary production
process using an arbitrary data model and model of computation.
Information system provenance. Moving up one level
in the hierarchy, we restrict the type of production process
to processes producing digital data within information systems (in a very wide sense, ranging from the Web over networks to Big Data processing pipelines). Information system provenance is meta-data about processes within an information system that are involved in the dissemination of
information (e.g., storage / retrieval [50, 142], communication [68,123,141,190,192], or distribution [113,140,191] of
information). While the internals of each process are generally unknown, provenance collection may exploit the input,
the output, and parameters of a process.
In summary, we define information system provenance
as meta-data collected for an information-disseminating
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process that can be computed based on the input, the output, and the parameters of the process.
Workflow provenance. Workflow provenance, surveyed for
instance in [62, 74], specializes the previously described information system provenance by further restricting the type
of production processes to so called workflows. In this survey, we view a workflow as a directed graph where nodes
represent arbitrary functions or modules in general with
some input, output, and parameters and where edges model
a predefined dataflow or control flow between these modules. Given this more detailed process model, the degree of
instrumentation for provenance collection increases as systems supporting workflow provenance leverage all information of the workflow graph. As we will see, this rich information (as compared to previously discussed provenance types)
allows for different forms and granularities of provenance
in different application domains where characteristics of the
workflow graph vary.
Data provenance. Data provenance (surveys include [46])
allows to track the processing of individual data items (e.g.,
tuples) at the “highest resolution”, i.e., the provenance itself
is at the level of individual data items (and the operations
they undergo). Collecting data provenance typically applies
on structured data models and declarative query languages
with clearly defined semantics of individual operators. This
is necessary to push the degree of instrumentation to its
highest level, where, on top of the instrumented information
for workflow provenance, we now also benefit from having
processes with clear semantics (based on an algebra, calculus, or other formalism). This high degree of instrumentation
allows to obtain data provenance of individual data items.
Due to space constraints, we only briefly summarize essential work on data provenance recently surveyed in [46]
to the benefit of a more detailed novel survey on provenance
research focusing on explaining why some data are not part
of a query result, even though they were expected results.
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light of these requirements, we analyze which of these have
been considered or even optimized in the research literature.
1.4 Contributions and article structure
As illustrated by our use cases, provenance is an important
topic that has high practical relevance in various areas of
data management and beyond. Its timeliness and importance
are tightly coupled with the increasing number and complexity of data-driven processes entailed by recent trends (Big
Data analytics, Internet of Things).
Compared to previous surveys on provenance that, except for [136], focus on a particular type of provenance, this
survey summarizes and characterizes work across provenance types, providing a broad view of the field. This perspective allows us to more precisely set terms that have until
now been used in an ad-hoc and often inconsistent way in
the provenance community. Finally, this survey puts a particular focus on recent provenance research and thus complements earlier surveys that predate recent trends such as
distributed big data processing or process debugging. Overall, we provide an extensive and up to date classification
of provenance research. Note that in analogy to our earlier comment on provenance types, while our discussion will
generally strictly follow the proposed classes, solutions may
fall in several classes and transitions and distinctions are
more of a gradient. Based on our detailed study, we derive
several research opportunities in the area of provenance.
Sec. 2 provides a classification of applications of provenance. Sec. 3 and 4 cover research on data provenance and
workflow provenance in detail. Which factors of the system
environment can or should be considered when designing or
extending a system that leverages provenance is at the heart
of Sec. 5. We conclude this survey by a summary and an
outlook of provenance research challenges in Sec. 6.
2 Applications of provenance

1.3 System requirements (What from?)
Collecting, querying, or analyzing provenance to achieve
the intended application generally adds additional load on
any data processing system. One reason for why research on
provenance has not yet been widely adopted by practical applications may be that the system requirements entailed by
proposed algorithms are not transparent enough or do not fit
the expectations of system administrators. Intuitively, one
question to be answered is “From what requirements or resources may my choice of provenance technique depend?”
In this survey, we consider various system requirements,
including (but not limited to) runtime, scalability, security,
interoperability, system decoupling, or fault tolerance. In

As illustrated in Sec. 1.1, provenance may serve various applications. This section provides a classification of applications of provenance found in the literature, which is summarized in Fig. 2. This classification is built on the general
idea of first understanding, then reproducing and validating a process, before it can eventually be improved. This
is reflected by the first layer of the classification that distinguishes between understandability, reproducibility, and
quality. The second layer further distinguishes applications
of provenance based on their “target audience”, i.e., the typical users capturing and using the provenance. While the
classes of our taxonomy are shown in blue in Fig. 2, producers and consumers of provenance are labelled below the
yellow arrows. We identify three types of involved parties:
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Fig. 2: Classification of applications of provenance
expert designates the entities that implement or administer
the processing for which provenance is collected, all encompasses both these experts as well as end users of the end
product (not necessarily involved or knowledgeable in how
it was obtained), and self restricts the producer and consumer to be the same expert. The distinction of user types
may allow the development of applications tailored and optimized to different configurations of provenance producers
and consumers in the future.
While this section focuses on describing applications for
which provenance solutions have been developed, note that
solutions proposed for one application may equally serve
other applications as well. This is due to the fact that the
same general challenges underlie these applications. For instance, the reconstruction of intermediate processing states
supports both an expert in recalling why different processing steps were necessary to obtain a result and equally allows scientists to replicate each other’s result step by step.
Knowledge about intermediate processing states also facilitates the further improvement of a process. Another overarching challenge is the attribution of data to sources or processes. Clearly, this helps in attributing changes and new
versions of a process to collaborating developers and allows a more transparent and verifiable presentation of derived facts. This may ultimately impact the trust in data,
trust being one important data quality dimension. As third
example, communicating changes in a collaborative setting
via provenance is relevant for collaboration and replication
of the process by all collaborators, and bears important information for process and product quality assessment and
improvement.
Despite these common challenges, we observe that
within the literature, a solution is often focused on addressing these challenges within the scope of a particular
application. This may be caused by the different environments, types of processes, or properties of the solutions
themselves. Therefore, and further being inspired by previous classifications of provenance applications and applications [83, 87, 162, 166], our discussion is structured around
particular applications. Our classification is the first that is
domain-independent and that takes into account the latest
developments in provenance research of the last decade. Indeed, the classifications of application of provenance from
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Fig. 3: Survey of applications of provenance in the literature
the mid 2000’s [83,166] focus on scientific and business domains while application classes in [87, 162] are guided by
possible uses of provenance for Web data and in visualization tools, respectively. Finally, our classification considers
the entities capturing and consuming provenance.
We now discuss the different classes of our application
classification in more detail. Fig. 3 summarizes works referenced for each application as examples for solutions for a
given application. We neither claim that the list is exhaustive nor that a system targeted or tested for one application
may not equally work for another (illustrated by several examples in intersections). Indeed, as we have seen, solutions
covering a challenge shared among applications may span
multiple classes.

2.1 Understandability
Understandability emphasizes on explaining results or processes to make these transparent to some audience. Research
on understandability includes to identify what information
to convey and how. In this context, provenance conveys information on how an end product was obtained to expert
users or a general audience (the provenance consumers). In
this survey, this application class unifies applications related
to understandability previously identified in [162, 166].
Collaboration. To collaborate among multiple users working on a same project, understanding the actions of collaborators is key. As described in [162], provenance may convey
relevant information to allow each group member to better
understand the actions of others. Clearly, this application of
provenance is centered around expert groups within which
each member produces and consumes provenance.
We further distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous collaboration. Essentially, synchronous collaboration requires the communication of information, including
provenance, among group members in real-time, whereas
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asynchronous collaboration does not. Systems leveraging
provenance in both settings exist. For instance, the infrastructure presented in [71] captures, during collaborative design, provenance about the evolution of a workflow based on
tracking changes made by all users in real-time. Unlike version control systems like GIT 1 and Mercurial 2 , [71] does
not merge changes automatically. Instead, it renders a workflow evolution provenance containing branches that present
users’ changes. Asynchronous collaboration typically involves exporting provenance and making it accessible and
query-able to reviewers or collaborators [49, 50, 149, 189].
As the size of provenance can become large, it may easily overwhelm users, defeating the purpose of understandability. As counter-measure, summarization and aggregation
of provenance have been explored (e.g., [2, 78]).
In a collaborative setting, preserving privacy and confidentiality of information is essential and also spans information contained in provenance traces. Approaches considering these issues include [129, 145].
Presentation. The way information is presented and displayed significantly impacts on its understandability, requiring research on appropriate visualization of and interaction
with the data. In this context, enriching data with information on how they were obtained may potentially improve
on their understandability. This means using provenance
for presentation [162] (an application also called information [166]). This application of provenance is tightly linked
to the use of visualizations that allow to easily display, navigate, and explore provenance.
Node link graphs have been widely adopted to visualize provenance [13, 20, 37, 44, 109, 169]. A drawback of
this technique is its scalability to large graphs, as it leads
to cluttered visualizations for large provenance data sets.
The use of Sankey diagram addresses this scalability issue [100] by grouping nodes of the node-link provenance
graphs and highlighting the magnitude of data flows exchanged between activities. Further explored visualizations
include radial form [28] and Lamport diagrams [7]. Whereas
the former is suited to show relationships between and navigate through different resolutions of provenance, the latter
is used to present provenance tracked in distributed systems
with multiple actors and at different points in time.
Hlawatsch et al. [99] combine many visualization techniques in order to ensure scalability of the presentation to
large provenance traces collected for workflows. The visualization emphasizes the logical time order of provenance,
employs summarization techniques and visualizes branches
to highlight the workflow evolution and dependencies.
We further differentiate works for provenance-based
presentation based on their interaction capabilities. Sys1
2
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tems either limit to static visualization thus supporting
provenance-based presentation for information only (e.g.,
[95, 170]) or they provide interactive visualizations and
give users the possibility to customize their view of provenance (e.g., [120, 124]).
For the presentation application, expert users (experts on
the production process and the end product) are typically responsible for capture while consumers of provenance are a
more general, not necessarily expert public, for which adequate visualizations and interactions need to be developed.
Attribution. Attribution [166] limits understandability to
one particular aspect of the production process, i.e., who /
what authored (which part of) it. This information is useful
to establish copyright and ownership of data, enable its citation, or determine liability for erroneous data. This application falls under the scope of communication between users
since it clarifies actions performed by each collaborator.
Attribution has been considered in various provenanceenabled systems. PASS [142] supports attribution at the
level of command line executions where the meta-data (=
provenance) records user and group information for particular command line executions. Provenance is extended in
[4, 118, 123, 168] to further describe the execution environment (operating system, user session name etc.). On cloud
infrastructures, tracking files transferred from one machine
to another is a challenge, addressed for instance in [170] by
collecting information about senders and receivers.
The systems mentioned so far record and make accessible meta-data that is explicitly available (e.g., through user
management). However, it is also possible that attribution
needs to be derived as it is implicitly hidden in the data.
As an example, [63] reconstructs the provenance of data
through hidden dependencies between social data. This includes identifying users adapting another user’s message,
without explicitly referring to it.
2.2 Reproducibility
Following [137], the reproducibility of a result consists of
starting with the same materials and methods and checking
if a prior result can be confirmed. As provenance is, in its
generality, capable of recording anything happening during
processing, it has naturally been used for reproducibility.
We divide reproducibility ino two sub-classes, depending on which entities produce and consume the provenance.
Recall. Recalling one’s steps in obtaining a result is essential to reproduce one’s work. Collecting provenance recording actions and processing supports users for this application
of recall. Typically, this aide memoire is targeted towards the
entity responsible for the process, so provenance producer
and consumer are the same. Fig. 2 indicates this with the
self-self annotation below the application class. Provenance
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for recall may for instance include what intermediate steps
are part of the process, which changes were made (e.g., to fix
bugs), how parameters were set and how they were varied,
etc. Remembering past actions on the process is important,
e.g., to speed up the development process.
As stated in [162], recall is beneficial especially over extended or intermittent periods of analysis and [121] demonstrates the importance of supporting recollection, as even
over a short time span, participants are unable to accurately
remember the steps in their analysis process.
Recall is rarely considered as sole application of provenance. Supporting recall is typically coupled with supporting further applications. These “secondary” applications focus on why users want to recall what they did previously.
We decided to keep recall as an individual application for
two reasons. First, supporting recall is at the core of supporting further applications and it covers the how recall is
achieved as opposed to why it is needed. Second, the usercentric property of recall (decoupled from further applications) gives the opportunity to develop dedicated solutions
in the future that potentially bear less overhead (due to secondary application) than existing ones.
Replication. Replication targets reproducibility of a final result not only by its original author but a wider group of experts, typically working in the same domain [162]. In this
context, captured provenance needs to be rich enough to allow other experts to reproduce the results.
Example applications leveraging provenance for replicating results include [18, 37, 50, 126, 137, 157]. These applications are very diverse with respect to the use cases
and platforms they support, e.g., Big Data processing using the Pig language and running on Hadoop Map Reduce
clusters [116], grid-based scientific workflows [181], scientific experiments in various contexts [50, 88, 169], visualizations [18], system configurations [123] (e.g., DHCP configuration, setting up SSH connections as reported in [124]),
or testing software programs submitted jointly with scientific publications to validate reported results [157]. Not only
does the provenance collected allow one to reproduce the
obtained results, but also analyzing this provenance for different versions of a process allows to study the impact and
effect of differences between the versions or predict the behavior of the system as changes to the transformation occur.
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In this case, provenance may shed some light on quality issues in data (e.g., while not knowing what an expert user
has done, noticing quality issues for which the provenance
reveals that they are all caused by the same expert possibly
helps finding and fixing the cause of the issue).
Process Quality. In general, process quality focuses on
assessing and possibly improving the quality of a process.
Quality has many dimensions, e.g., it includes correctness,
performance, or fault-tolerance. In this context, provenance
is commonly used for monitoring and debugging applications to assess and improve certain quality dimensions.
The processes considered in the literature are very diverse: [129] uses provenance of Web service states (and state
changes) to support developers in selecting adequate services for their particular application. Opposed to that, [164]
focuses on improving the entry set of dictionaries used during information extraction to better label entities in unstructured text. Works [113,123,140,141,156,170] collect provenance for distributed systems (cloud computing) to detect
cloud security problems such as malicious actions and data
policy violations. For Map/Reduce programs, [3] collects
provenance to decide how to optimize future executions by
deciding where to store related data blocks that might be
processed jointly.
In the context of scientific workflows, finding related
workflows to the one that is being designed may help speedup the development and improve the quality of these workflows. Provenance traces have been explored in assessing
relatedness [18, 78]. Provenance has further been used to
debug SQL queries [90, 95, 139], transactions [16], schema
mappings [51, 81, 111], or preference queries [92]. Finally,
provenance also supports improving the fault-tolerance of
scientific workflow executions [55, 115] and making faulttolerance protocols more robust [7].
Data Quality. Data quality encompasses various dimensions and metrics to assess the quality of data, including completeness, accuracy, timeliness, or trust [19, 182].
Clearly, all methods improving process quality to obtain
a higher quality end result belong to this class as well.
In addition, provenance is often considered when it comes
to either assess the quality of data sources and providers
(e.g., [60, 91, 168]) or result data based on the sources it
has been derived from (e.g., [60,86,117,186] consider trust,
[145] considers integrity and accuracy).

2.3 Quality
This section summarizes the use of provenance to either improve the quality of the end product or the production process. Whereas improving the process is typically done by
experts on the process, data quality issues may be tackled
by any individual handling the data and who is not necessarily knowledgable in the way the data studied was obtained.

3 Data provenance
We now start our discussion of provenance types, starting
with data provenance (the most specific type of provenance
as shown in Fig. 1). Data provenance counts more than two
decades of research [183, 185], which we classify according
to the hierarchy depicted in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4: Classification of data provenance research
The first level includes two classes: the first class, provenance of existing results, focuses on describing both the origins and the processing of data in the result of a query. Opposed to that, the second first-level class considers possible origins and processing steps causing expected data to be
missing from a query result. It is therefore labeled as provenance of missing results (aka why-not provenance [43]).
The second level of data provenance of existing results
reproduces the original classification of [46]. It classifies research along three main lines based on where [33] the data
were copied from (exactly what attributes of which tuples),
why [33, 58] a query answer was produced (i.e., based on
what source data), and how [85] data were manipulated by
the query to produce the result data in question. Considering
the provenance of missing results, we consolidate previously
used classifications [23,98]. Having the common goal to explain why some data are not part of a query result, the output
is often referred to as explanations. These may take several
forms: instance-based explanations identify source data that
is missing from the sources to produce the desired result,
whereas query-based explanations identify query operators
that “lose” relevant data along the way. Refinement-based
explanations tell how queries would need to be adapted to
get the desired result.
We cover each class in more detail in the following.
Sec. 3.1 focuses on provenance of existing results whereas
Sec. 3.2 covers provenance of missing results. Each discussion first considers the general input, output, and processes
supported before we delve into specializations of these.

3.1 Provenance of existing results
Due to space constraints, this section briefly summarizes research defining the different types of provenance of existing
results and we refer readers to [46] for further details. In
addition, we cover concepts relevant for our novel detailed
survey on the provenance of missing results.
Input. As indicated in Sec. 1.2, data provenance restricts the
process to a query with clearly defined semantics. In general, we denote the query as Q. The input further includes
input data D, its data model being compatible with Q (e.g.,
relational for SQL, XML for XQuery, RDF for SPARQL).
Data provenance computation further requires the result of
executing Q over D, denoted Q(D).

Output. In general, methods capturing data provenance
compute a specific type of data provenance (as further
discussed below) for a set R ✓ Q(D), where R =
{tR1 , . . . , tRn }. Independently of whether an approach
computes why, how, or where provenance, data provenance
allows to obtain the provenance for each individual data item
(e.g., relational tuple or XML element) tRi 2 R. Note that
given the fact that the foundations of all provenance types
have been first defined and analyzed on relational data, we
will often say tuple instead of data item.
Queries. The query languages expressing Q vary between
proposed solutions. Q may be a query expressed in query
languages such as SQL [58], Datalog [85], XQuery [73], or
SPARQL [177]. Further formalisms with clear semantics on
how each tupte ti 2 D is processed also support the collection of data provenance, e.g., schema mappings [81].
3.1.1 Why-provenance
Why-provenance identifies, given Q, D, Q(D) and R,
which tuples DP ✓ D are involved in producing the tuples of R. One of the first works formalizing this notion
defines the lineage of data in the output of (materialized)
relational views in a warehouse environment [57, 58]. The
solution covers a large class of queries (SQL queries with selection, projection, join, aggregation, union, set difference,
and further operators typical in data warehouses). While this
approach guarantees that the returned set of lineage (source)
tuples is sufficient to produce R, not all returned lineage
tuples may be necessary simultaneously. To overcome this
shortcoming, [33] introduces the notion of witness basis.
Its computation involves considering the structure of the
query. As a very simple example to distinguish lineage from
why-provenance based on a witness basis, consider a single result tuple tR of a query over a relational database, and
Q = (R 1 S) [ (R 1 T ). Assuming tables R = {t1 },
S = {t2 }, and T = {t3 }, a returned why-provenance based
on a witness basis of {{t1 , t2 }, {t1 , t3 }} tells us that tR can
be obtained based either on t1 and t2 , or t1 and t3 . Opposed
to that, lineage returns {t1 , t2 , t3 }, leaving open if all three
tuples are simultaneously necessary or not.
Given that the witness basis considers the structure of
the query, provenance may not be invariant with respect
to equivalent query rewritings. This means that in general,
the computed provenance may be different for equivalent
queries. The minimal witness basis [33] allows to guarantee this property for conjunctive queries with equalities only
(both for relational and nested data).
3.1.2 How-provenance
In addition to identifying which tuples contributed to a result (as why-provenance does), how-provenance provides
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a semiring-based tuple annotation for each result tuple
tR 2 R that encodes how source tuples combine to produce tR [110]. The work of [85] has led to the definition
of provenance using polynomials, a special class of semiring. The model applies to various database semantics, including relational, incomplete, or probabilistic databases.
Reusing the same sample query Q over relations R, S, and
T as above, a provenance polynomial for a result tuple tR
may be t1 ⇤ t2 + t1 ⇤ t3 . This polynomial indicates that
tR can be either obtained by joining source tuple t1 with
source tuple t2 (both tuples are required) or, it can be obtained by joining t1 with t3 . Originally defined for unions
of conjunctive queries, the framework has been applied to
nested XML data [73] and RDF [177] (together with whyand where-provenance), adapted to queries with aggregation [11] (moving from semirings to semi-modules), and
studied for queries with relational difference [10], showing
that in general, the semiring framework cannot be extended
while satisfying expected equivalence axioms.
3.1.3 Where-provenance
Whereas why- and how-provenance can be considered as
annotating a result tuple tR with provenance involving tuples from D, where-provenance aims at identifying where
data of tR (e.g., an attribute value) were copied from [33].
Hence, the provenance refers to specific locations, e.g., specific cells of a relational table. For instance, consider a
query Q = ⇧R.B R 1 S of relations R(A, B) and S(B, C)
and joining tuples t1 and t2 , respectively. Then, the whereprovenance of the result tuple tR will always refer to the
attribute value of B in relation R, denoted R.B. Opposed to
that, the why-provenance {t1 , t2 } and the how-provenance
t1 ⇤ t2 of tR do not encode whether the result value of R.B
was copied from R.B or S.B.
An alternative view of where-provenance can be obtained by annotating attribute values in D and then propagating these annotations through the processing of Q all the
way to the result. Then, a result value can be associated to its
original location through the propagated annotation [22,34].

3.2 Provenance of missing results
Research on provenance of missing results aims at explaining why some expected data are not part of a query result.
Fig. 4 divides provenance of missing results depending on
whether a solution produces instance-based, query-based, or
refinement-based explanations.
Analogously to the previous subsection, we structure the
discussion by first introducing the general input, output, and
query languages being supported by the individual methods.
We then discuss details on each type of explanation. The
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next subsections discuss algorithms producing explanations
for missing query results for each explanation class.
Input. The input to algorithms explaining missing results,
as defined by the framework of [94] generally consists of a
5-tuple (TR , Q, Q(D), D, C), where TR = {tR1 , . . . , tRn }
is a set of conditional tuples [105] describing the missing
results, Q = {q1 , . . . , qn } is a set of queries, Q(D) =
{q1 (D), . . . , qn (D)} are the results of these queries over a
source instance D, and C is a set of constraints defined over
the remaining four components of the 5-tuple. As the detailed discussion of individual methods below shows, most
methods limit Q (and consequently Q(D)) to one query
only. We further distinguish two types of input questions:
most methods support what we call simple why-not questions, where any tuple in TR either specifies missing results
by comparing their attribute values to constants only or join
conditions (i.e., comparisons between attribute values) only
refer to attributes originating from the same relation R 2 D.
In all other cases, the conditional tuples in TR are qualified as complex why-not questions, e.g., if the missing tuple
(a, c) expresses a why-not question over the result of a query
q = ⇧R.A,S.C (R 1 S) . Finally, the constraints expressed
in C by different methods highly vary.
Output. The output, i.e., the explanation returned by
a method strongly depends on the class of explanation (instance-based, query-based, or refinement-based).
Instance-based methods typically return changes to the input database D that, if actually performed, would yield
query results that satisfy all conditions expressed in TR
while satisfying any additional constraints defined in C.
Source instance edit operations include tuple insertion, tuple deletion, and value update in existing tuples. Opposed
to that, query-based approaches return, in different forms
(i.e., sets or polynomials), query conditions (joins and selections) that prune data present in D and that may contribute
to missing results as defined in TR . Finally, refinementbased approaches may modify an original input setting
(TR , Q, Q(D), D, C) to (TR0 , Q0 , Q0 (D), D, C) such that
TR0 2 Q0 (D) while satisfying the constraints C.
Queries. For methods focusing on relational queries (using relational algebra, Datalog, or SQL), we distinguish between conjunctive queries (with and without inequalities),
also called select-project-join (SPJ) queries, queries involving set union, queries involving aggregation and grouping,
and non-monotonous queries with set difference. Further
queries, such as (reverse) skyline queries or (reverse) topk queries have been studied as well.
Given the above input, output, and query characteristics,
we now survey specific algorithms, which are summarized
in Tab. 1 (relational queries) and Tab. 2 (other queries).
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name
Missing-Answers [101]
Artemis [97]
PGames [114, 163]
Meliou et. al. [128]
Why-Not [43]
NedExplain [25]
TED [23, 24]
Conseil [94]
ConQuer [179]
FlexIQ [107]
EFQ [26]
TALOS [180]
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Method characteristics
input question
explanation
simple
source edits (insert / update)
complex
source table edits (insert)
simple
source table edits (insert)
simple
causes (tuples) and responsibility
simple
query operators
simple
query operators
complex
query operator polynomials
simple
source edits (insert/delete) + operators
complex
refined query
simple
refined query and why-not question
simple
refined query
complex
refined query

Explanation based on
instance
query
refinement
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

SPJ
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Union
X
X
X
X
X
X

Queries
Aggregation
X

Difference
X

X
X
X

X

X

Table 1: Main characteristics of algorithms producing explanations of results missing from the result of a relational query
Algorithm
Calv. et. al. [38]
ten Cate et. al. [176]
He and Lo [92]
He and Lo [93]
WQRTQ [77]
Chester [48]
Islam et. al. [108]

Explanation
Query
Instance-based explanations
instance & conj. queries
additions to ABox
over DL-Lite ontology
ontology concepts
conj. queries with comparisons
Refinement-based explanations
q 0 = (k0 , W 0 )
top-k query q = (k, W )
0
q 0 = (k0 , W ), TR
top-k (dominating) query
0
0
0
0
q = (k , W, t ), TR
reverse top-k query q = (k, W, t)
0
TR and constraints
constrained skyline query
0
t0 , T R
reverse skyline for query tuple t

Table 2: Summary of solutions providing explanations of
missing results for non-relational queries. All solutions support simple why-not questions. For refinement-based explanations, returned explanations may refine both (components
of) the original query q to q 0 and components of the why-not
input (TR , {q}, {q(D)}, D, C).
3.2.1 Instance-Based Explanations
Relational queries. Missing-Answers (MA) [101] computes instance-based explanations that either insert or update the source data for a single missing result and a single SQL query including selection, projection, and join. To
limit the number of returned explanations, trust constraints
allow to specify that certain tables or attributes cannot be
modified, thus preventing tuple insertions and value updates
on these. Overall, the input 5-tuple for the MA algorithm
is ({tR }, {q}, {q(D)}, D, {R, A}), with R being the set of
trusted relations and A the set of trusted attributes, and
tR being a simple why-not question. As example, consider
q = R 1 S with R = {t1 } and S = ;. Clearly, the result
of the query is empty and one may ask the question why
we do not have any tuple (no matter the actual values), i.e.,
tR = [v1 , v2 , v3 ], where each vi is a variable on which no
further constraint applies. One possible instance-based explanation is the insertion of a tuple [v2 , v3 ] into S such that
v2 equals the joined value of t1 . Alternatively, inserting a
pair of tuples that join together, i.e., [v1 , v2 ], [v2 , v3 ] into R
and S, respectively, would also yield a tuple satisfying the
template given by tR .
Artemis [97] generalizes MA to SQL queries involving selection, projection, join, union, or aggregation with

grouping. Furthermore, it supports complex why-not questions consisting of possibly more than one conditional tuple over a set of queries (views) over a source instance D.
On the other hand, Artemis limits to instance-based explanations that insert new tuples to D (i.e., updates to existing
tuples are not considered). Similarly to the trust constraints
defined by MA, Artemis allows to specify a set Qim of immutable views where no data should be added. These views
may either be the sources (hence preventing insertions to D)
or views of part of Q that should not be affected by source
insertions, thus avoiding undesired side-effects of (potential)
source insertions on query results. In addition to preventing such side-effects, Artemis allows to specify that sideeffects should be minimized (in case they cannot be completely avoided) for given views Qm . In summary, Artemis
supports the input (TR , Q, Q(D), D, {Qim , Qm }), TR including complex why-not questions. By leveraging the minimal witness basis [33], guarantees on the minimality of explanations for conjunctive queries can be given.
Whereas the previous approaches specialize on explaining missing answers only, the following two methods actually aim at unifying both provenance of existing results and
instance-based provenance of missing results.
Provenance games (PGames) [114, 163] do so by modelling either a single existing tuple or a single missing tuple as a won or lost game, respectively. By modelling the
query as a game, PGames are then able to retrace the different moves that lead to winning or losing the game (and
the result tuple). Essentially, winning paths provide howprovenance equivalent to the semiring provenance [85] of
existing results whereas paths that lead to a loss translate
to an instance based explanation that describes which tuples need to be inserted in D in order to obtain the missing result. The proposed method focuses on non recursive
Datalog and supports first oder queries. As the model considers a single (missing) tuple and a single query without
any further constraints, the input characteristics summarize
as ({tR }, {q}, {q(D)}, D, ;).
Another approach unifying provenance of existing results and missing results leverages the concepts of causality
and responsibility [128]. Essentially, this methods relies on
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the identification of a set of tuples D⇤ ✓ D that either corresponds to the why-provenance of an existing result tuple
t 2 Q(D) or the instance-based explanation of a missing
result tR as determined for instance using [101] to identify causes and quantify their responsibility in contributing
to the (lack of) result tuple. More specifically, given D⇤ ,
a tuple ti 2 D⇤ is a cause of tR with a certain responsibility depending on its contingency set. The contingency
set of ti includes all tuples in D⇤ that should be updated
along with ti to obtain tR in the query result. The results
apply to conjunctive queries and simple why-not questions.
Within our framework, the input characteristics summarize
as ({tR }, {q}, {q(D)}, D, ;).
Ontologies. Whereas the methods discussed above focus on
relational queries, the following methods consider explaining missing results in the presence of ontologies.
Calvanese et al. [38] study the problem of why-not
provenance for instance and (unions of) conjunctive queries
over description logic ontologies in DL LiteA . The theoretical formalization and study leverage abductive reasoning. In summary, given a query q, a consistent ontology O
and a missing tuple tR , an instance-based explanation takes
the form of additions to the ABox that result in tR becoming
an answer while preserving the consistency of O.
While the work above considers explaining missing results over an ontology, ten Cate et al. [176] have studied
the problem of how to leverage an ontology to explain a
missing query result tuple. In this work, explanations generalize on the previous notion of instance-based explanation as the returned explanations are composed of concepts
rather than data of the extension. More precisely, an explanation of a missing tuple tR is a tuple of concepts from the
ontology whose extension includes tR while not including
any tuples from the query result q(D). The proposed framework focuses on conjunctive queries with comparisons over
a database schema with a related ontology and supports simple why-not questions.
While instance-based explanations are typically considered user-friendly as they explain missing answers based on
examples from the data, all approaches suffer from the inherent complexity of computing instance-based explanations
that comes from the fact that in general, a solution may have
to enumerate all possible explanations. Indeed, the number
of explanations grows exponentially (in O(N J ), where N
is the largest size of a relation in the schema of q and J
the number of joins in Q). In contrast to instance-based explanations, query-based explanations, covered next, return
a much more concise explanation that can typically also be
computed more efficiently.
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3.2.2 Query-based explanations
While instance-based explanations explain the missing result tR based on data, query-based explanations comprise
query operators potentially being responsible for eliminating a missing result from q(D), implicitly assuming that D
is correct and complete. In the previously given example,
a simple query-based explanation returns the join as culprit
operator, as it is too strict to return any result given D.
A first approach returning query-based explanations is
Why-Not [43]. While being motivated by providing why-not
provenance for scientific workflows modelled as directed
acyclic graphs, the solution applies to graphs where nodes
are operators from relational algebra (in particular, selection
projection, join, and union). In this setting, it takes as input
a tuple tR missing from the result q(D) of a relational query
q in the form of an algebraic query tree. First, it identifies
tuples in D that contain the constant values or that satisfy
the conditions of the simple missing-answer as specified by
tR while not being part of the lineage (as defined in [58])
of any result tuple. These tuples, named compatible tuples,
are then traced over the query operators to identify which
operators have them as input but not as output.
NedExplain [25] takes a similar approach to Why-Not
as it also traces tuples identified in the source relations over
a query tree representation of a relational query. However,
these compatible tuples are not restricted to source tuples
absent in the lineage of any result tuple. Based on this
modified base assumption and a novel formal definition of
query-based explanations, NedExplain computes a generally more complete, correct, and detailed set of explanations
than Why-Not. In addition, it supports queries involving selection, projection, join, and aggregation (SPJA queries) as
well as unions of such SPJA queries.
An approach combining both query-based and instancebased explanation has been proposed in [94]. It presents
both a unified framework for these two types of explanations as well as an algorithm, named Conseil. Given a single missing tuple and a relational query involving selection,
projection, union, aggregation, and a single set difference
(restriction for both complexity and usability reasons) represented as a query tree, Conseil returns hybrid explanations
that consist of two components (an instance-based component and a query-based component). Intuitively, the explanations describe in their query-based component what query
operators would be responsible for pruning compatible tuples and hence the missing result should the source table
modifications described in the instance-based component be
performed.
As the above approaches consider the query as a tree of
relational operators, the explanations returned are not invariant with respect to equivalent query rewritings. To remedy
to this problem, TED [24] proposes a framework that returns
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equivalent query-based explanations for equivalent conjunctive queries. Explanations take the form of polynomials in
analogy to how-provenance. Whereas the annotations of the
how-provenance semirings describe combinations of tuples,
the explanations returned by TED annotate the query and
describe combinations of query operators that prune combinations of compatible tuples that may otherwise lead to the
missing tuple. For instance, an explanation for why a tuple
tR is not in the result of a query q = A=5 (R 1 S) may
read (in a simplified way for illustration and conciseness)
5 ⇤ + 10 ⇤ 1 +3 ⇤ ⇤ 1, meaning that among all compatible tuples combined from source relations R and S, 5 would
satisfy the join but are pruned by the selection, 10 satisfy the
selection but not the join, and 3 neither satisfy the selection
nor the join. How to efficiently compute these query-based
explanations for unions of conjunctive queries and complex
why-not questions is discussed in [23].
The worst-case size of a query-based explanation varies
between the number of conditions in q, denoted cond(q) for
Why-Not and NedExplain and 2cond(q) for TED. The runtime of the algorithms tracing compatible data through the
query tree is dominated by the time needed to iterate over intermediate query operator outputs of worst size NO (at most
once for every node in the logical tree of q) to check whether
a compatible tuple passed an operator. As for TED, its complexity is in O(N |f rom(q)| ), where N is the maximum size
of a source relation in the set of relations referred to in the
FROM clause of q, denoted f rom(q).
3.2.3 Refinement-based explanations
Refinement-based explanations encode how to modify a
query q or the specified missing results TR into a refined
query q 0 or missing results TR0 such that all tuples of TR0 2
q 0 (D). In the relational context and reusing the same example as previously, the query q may have to be rewritten by
replacing the join between R and S by a left outer join to
yield a result tuple.
Relational queries. ConQuer [179] returns rewritings of
an initial relational query (including selection, projection,
join, and aggregation) for possibly multiple missing result
tuples TR . In addition, it allows to specify constraints spanning multiple missing result tuples. In our general framework, this can be modelled via the set of constraints C. The
returned refined queries all return the missing tuples in their
result while retaining all query results of the original query q
and possibly minimizing the appearance of side-effect tuples
not in TR [ q(D). Changes to the query apply on the conditions of the WHERE clause, if these are not sufficient, ConQuer further considers changes to the query schema. To reduce the number of side-effect tuples, the candidate queries
returned at this stage are further constrained with additional
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conditions in the WHERE-clause. The refined queries ConQuer identifies are ranked based on their similarity to q and
the number of side-effects. A key concept that Conquer relies on for both identifying selection predicates and ranking
queries is skyline computation [29].
Another approach relying on skyline computations is
FlexIQ [107] that aims at resolving both existing but unexpected as well as missing but expected query results. Both
these types of tuples are specified as part of the set of input
tuples. Focusing on SPJ queries, FlexIQ computes refinements of q such that the query result of these refinements
include all expected but missing tuples, removes all unexpected tuples and retains all remaining tuples from the initial query result q(D). When no exact query refinement can
be found, the algorithm suggests an approximate solution by
refining the set of missing tuples.
EFQ [26] presents a framework producing rewritings of
SPJ queries to include a missing result tR in the result of
a given query q. While being similar to ConQuer, it reduces
the search space of rewritings by leveraging previously computed why-not provenance polynomials [23]. In addition, it
also considers rewriting joins to outer joins.
Opposed to the above methods relying on skyline computations, TALOS [180] relies on decision trees. TALOS has
originally been developed to solve the problem of generating instance equivalent queries that, given a set of result tuples T and optionally an initial query q, generate the same
output set T if executed over the same input dataset. By setting T to include all results of a query and missing tuples,
i.e., T = q(D) [ TR , this method can be used to produce
refinement-based explanations for missing tuples. The solution proposed focuses on queries with selection, projection,
join, and aggregation and supports complex why-not questions. The changes applied to the initial query are analogous
to those described for ConQuer.
(Reverse) top-k queries. Refinement-based explanations
have been considered beyond relational queries and we begin the discussion of these techniques with solutions for answering why-not questions for top-k queries and reverse topk queries. In general, a top-k query is a query q = (k, W )
for the k best tuples in a dataset based on a ranking function assigning the weights in W to corresponding relation
attributes. In this context, He and Lo [92] have studied refining q by queries q 0 = (k 0 , W 0 ) to answer the question why
a set of missing tuples TR are not part of the result of q. Intuitively, the refined query q 0 includes all tuples in TR in its
top-k’ results. Note that the refined queries are not required
to retain all results (or a subset thereof) of q(D). As solving the exact problem is computationally prohibitive, the authors propose an approximate algorithm based on sampling
of weighting vectors and that is optimized to avoid unnecessary computations of refined queries, identified as queries
dominated by previously computed queries. These methods
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are adapted to top-k dominating queries [93] that return the
top-k tuples based on the number of tuples that they dominate. Again, the why-not question asks for a set of tuples TR
not in the result of q. However, the rewritten queries refine
k to k 0 and possibly also TR to TR0 .
We now discuss query refinement for answering why-not
questions on reverse top-k queries. Given a set of tuples and
a set of preference vectors, a reverse top-k query returns, for
a particular tuple t, the set of preference vectors that contain
t in their top-k result. A why-not question over the result of a
reverse skyline query expresses why certain preference vectors TR are missing from the result of a reverse top-k query.
WQRTQ [77] proposes a framework to answer such whynot questions by refining TR (i.e., the preference vectors of
the why-not question), the tuple t, or k. To find an optimal
solution, methods minimizing a penalty score that measures
the difference of the proposed rewriting to the original setting are proposed.
(Reverse) skyline queries. As final type of query for which
answering why-not questions has been considered, we summarize approaches focusing on skyline queries and reverse
skyline queries. In general, a skyline query returns all tuples
that are not dominated by any other tuples. One variant of
skyline queries named constrained skyline queries [155] allow further constraints on the value range of attributes. For
such constrained skyline queries, Chester and Assent [48]
propose refinement-based explanations for why-not questions that ask why a certain tuple tR is not in the skyline
returned by a skyline query. The refinement focuses on modifying the constraints of the constrained skyline query and
may extend to refining tR .
The definition of reverse skyline queries is based on the
definition of dynamic skyline queries [155]. Essentially, the
dynamic skyline for a given query tuple t includes all tuples that are not dominated by other tuples according to
their distance to the query tuple t. Then, the reverse skyline
query [66] of a query tuple t includes all tuples that have t in
their dynamic skyline. In this context, the why-not question
as defined in [108] asks why a certain tuple tR is missing
from the reverse skyline of a query tuple t. As refinements,
the algorithm proposed in [108] returns refinements to t or
tR such that the refined missing tuple t0R appears in the reverse skyline of the refined query tuple t0 and that all tuples
previously returned as part of the reverse skyline are retained
in the result of the refined query.
While we can generally say that the number of explanations returned by refinement-based approaches is exponential in the size of updatable input fragments, we cannot
make general comments on the computational complexity as
the discussed solutions employ different algorithms and optimizations for different queries. A more detailed discussion
would require significantly more space and is thus out of the
scope of this paper.
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Fig. 5: Workflow Provenance Overview
4 Workflow provenance
Fig. 5 distinguishes work on workflow provenance, which
has emerged more than ten years ago [6,20,150], along three
dimensions based on their domain of application, its granularity, and the form of captured provenance.
We identify four major domains: business, science, data
analytics, and general programming. While the first two
domains are adopted from previous surveys on workflow
provenance [74, 136, 162], the latter ones reflect recent advancements in workflow provenance research. Concerning
the granularity of captured provenance, it may vary between
coarse-grained and fine-grained provenance. The form of
provenance is the third dimension we consider. In this survey, we focus on work made since [74] in the field of retrospective, prospective provenance, and evolution provenance.
Before delving into the details of the individual dimensions, we describe the general input, output, and processes
(i.e., workflows) covered by worfklow provenance.
Input. Workflow provenance solutions commonly obtain
provenance based on the input I = (W, D, C): W represents the workflow definition in form of a directed graph,
i.e., W = (M, P ) where M is the set of nodes representing
workflow modules while the edges P describe dependencies between the modules. D refers to the input data (could
be structured relational data, nested semi-structured data or
even unstructured data). In order to process D, (modules of)
the workflow W may require execution parameters, which
are input through the execution context C.
Output. Depending on the application of the provenance,
the level of available instrumentation, and further input
properties, the form and granularity of output provenance
may vary. For instance, it may be fine-grained, i.e., at the
level of individual data items processed by a workflow,
which is similar to the output of data provenance solutions
of existing results. Opposed to that, the output may limit to
modifications made on the workflow definition, parameters,
or other input. We discuss the different forms and granularities of the output further below.
Workflows. The general graph model for a workflow introduced above covers different, more constrained graph models, which, as we will see, coincide with workflow types
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Solution

Granularity
Form
Coarse Fine ProspectiveRetrospectiveEvolution
Science
DFL [1]
X
X
X
Galaxy [84]
X
X
X
Kepler [6, 32, 126]
X
X
X
X
X
Taverna [5, 131, 135]
X
X
X
X
VisTrails [20, 37, 75]
X
X
X
WebLab PROV [8]
X
X
Business
[59, 125, 171]
X
X
[172]
X
X
Data Analytics
Ariadne [82]
X
X
X
Differential DF [52]
X
X
X
HadoopProv [3]
X
X
X
Inspector Gadget [153]
X
X
X
Lipstick [9]
X
X
X
Newt [122]
X
X
X
RAMP [104]
X
X
X
Titian [106]
X
X
X
General Programming
Jif [144]
X
X
X
X
LLVM/SPADE [79, 175]
X
X
NoWorkflow [143, 158]
X
X
No+YesWorkflow [69, 159] X
X
X
X
Pimentel et al. [160]
X
X
RDataTracker [120]
X
X
Starflow [15]
X
X
X
YesWorkflow [127]
X
X

Table 3: Overview of Workflow Provenance Solutions
used in different domains. For instance, depending on the
domain, edges in P may represent data or control dependencies, the graph may be restricted to acyclic graphs, etc.
Based on the general graph model, let us further define a
generic execution model, which we will reuse later on. In
general, we assume that a workflow module m 2 M is a
black-box where we have no knowledge about its semantics
or performed computation. Then, m requires input data Im
and execution context Cm to produce output Om . The execution of a workflow yields an execution log or trace T . T is
a directed acyclic graph T = (E, CD) where E represents
events occuring during workflow execution (i.e. activation
of modules in the workflow) and CD represents causal dependencies between these events (i.e. the temporal order of
the activation of modules in W ).
We now discuss the different dimensions depicted in
Fig. 5. Tab. 3 summarizes the discussion. The focus of this
section’s discussion is on the type of provenance captured by
workflow systems. Further aspects such as accessing, querying, or exploring provenance are out of the scope of this section and are topics further discussed in [74, 162].
4.1 Granularity
Provenance solutions generate outputs with different levels
of details. The two ends of the spectrum are coarse-grained
and fine-grained provenance [32, 136, 173], however, note
that solutions may produce provenance between these two
extremes. In this context, knowledge about the internal behavior of workflow modules plays an important role. When
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modules’ internal behavior or semantics are unknown, the
modules are referred to as “black boxes”. Other modules
may have a well specified and documented internal behavior
and are called “white boxes”.
Coarse-grained provenance. In the most general setup,
M consists of black box modules only. As a consequence,
provenance solutions may - in general - not be capable to
provide derivation information on individual data items processed by a workflow. They rather rely on the assumption
that the output data of a module depends as a whole on its
full input and context [5, 136, 173]. More formally, we qualify provenance as coarse-grained if the entire output Om of a
module m 2 M depends on its input Im as a whole and the
complete execution context Cm , and this for all modules in
M . That is, we have 8m 2 M : m ⇥ Im ⇥ Cm ! Om .
Coarse-grained provenance is not detailed enough to express the individual derivation paths of seperate data items
o 2 Om . It is also referred to as provenance of the workflow
in other publications [61]. In our later discussion of individual solutions, note that when not mentioned otherwise, the
systems at least support coarse-grained provenance.
Fine-grained provenance. In the most specific setup,
provenance solutions can provide the derivation process of
individual data items. Typically, these solutions either exploit knowledge about the internal behavior of white box
modules in the workflow or about processing properties.
Some systems pipeline individual items through the workflow. The provenance solutions can exploit this behavior
to provide provenance for individual data items. We call
provenance at such a level of detail fine-grained provenance [8,122,158]. It reflects that an item o 2 Om produced
by a workflow module m 2 M may not depend on the complete input Im and entire context Cm , but only on subsets
0
0
Im
✓ Im and Cm
✓ Cm . The finest-grained provenance is
0
0
obtained when, 8m 2 M, 8o 2 Om : m⇥Im
⇥Cm
! o and
0
0
Im and Cm are both minimal. A synonym for fine-grained
is provenance of the data [61].
Relationship to data provenance. Even though single data
items are tracked with fine-grained provenance, it is not necessarily the same as data provenance. According to our type
hierarchy shown in Fig. 1, data provenance restricts to the
most specific type of process where queries are based on operators with clearly defined semantics. Given our definition
of fine-grained workflow provenance, it now becomes evident that the transition between data and fine-grained workflow provenance is smooth. Work on workflow provenance
recognizing and working towards unifying these two types
of provenance include [1, 9, 119]. However, these limit the
considered workflow modules to modules mapping to nested
relational calculus. Within workflow provenance, we cover
the whole spectrum from the finest granularity resembling
data provenance to coarse-grained workflow provenance.
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4.2 Prospective, retrospective, and evolution provenance
In addition to exhibiting different provenance granularities,
workflow provenance also differs in the form of the supported provenance, where we distinguish between prospective provenance, retrospective provenance, and evolution
provenance. This reflects the common classification adopted
for workflow provenance [74,136,143,160]. All three forms
are independent from one another. Hence, a provenance solution may support only one, two, or all three of them.
Prospective provenance. Prospective provenance captures
the structure and static context of a workflow. It is independent of any workflow execution or input data. Hence, provenance solutions statically derive it from the workflow definition W and pre-specified parameters part of C. That is, the
input limits to I = (W, ;, C).
Across different domains, prospective provenance is
used to provide an abstracted overview of a workflow [5,69].
Prospective provenance solutions can reveal control flow as
well as coarse-grained dataflow dependencies.
Retrospective provenance. Retrospective provenance is associated with the information about a workflow execution,
i.e., with information becoming available when actually running the workflow. This information includes facts about the
execution of each workflow step as well as the runtime environment. Retrospective provenance also preserves information on the resources that are accessed or generated during execution. Formally, provenance solutions may access
all input parameters I = (W, D, C) to obtain retrospective
provenance. A common and general approach to capture retrospective provenance involves the instrumentation of the
workflow or its execution environment. The instrumentation
allows for obtaining an execution trace T during workflow
execution. The trace T often becomes an essential part of
the output generated by the provenance solution.
Evolution provenance. Evolution provenance reflects the
changes made between two versions of the input I and I 0 .
These changes may apply on W , D, or C. Whenever at least
one of them is altered the provenance solution keeps track of
those changes. Evolution provenance alleviates rapid iterations on various data, parameters, and workflow manipulations [6, 37]. This form of provenance is also called provenance of the (development) process in the domain of scientific workflows [133].
Even though presented as separate classes, provenance
solutions may consider combining the different forms. For
instance, the ProvOne standard proposal3 considers all three
forms of provenance. Prov2ONE generates as provenance a
graph containing prospective provenance from the workflow
definition and automatically adds retrospective provenance
when available [161]. In the context of scientific workflows,
3

http://vcvcomputing.com/provone/provone.html

all forms of provenance support the workflow developers.
For instance, prospective provenance, especially in the form
of annotations about module semantics, may help to understand the retrospective provenance of a workflow execution
and ease collaboration as well as workflow and data exploration [5, 40]. Evolution provenance can accelerate the decision process about the correct module semantics since multiple workflow executions can be compared. In general programming, solutions exist that combine prospective and retrospective provenance [69, 159]. These solutions allow for
answering provenance questions no solution supporting only
one form of provenance is able to answer.
4.3 Application domains
Workflow provenance has been employed in a variety of domains like experimental science, business, data analytics,
and general programming. As we will see shortly, the domains are tightly coupled with different sets of restrictions
on the general workflow graph model we have introduced.
Again, the defined classes should not be considered as excluding each other. In the following, we describe characteristics of workflows and provenance solutions in the different
domains and link back to the discussion on the form and
granularity of generated provenance.
4.3.1 Scientific workflows
Scientific workflows are typically created, managed, and
executed in scientific workflow management systems
(SWfMS). They have emerged for multiple scientific applications. For instance, Galaxy, Taverna, and Kepler originate
in research on biomedical subjects like genome research or
life sciences [32, 84, 150]. WebLab is designed for multimedia information processing [8]. Pegasus provides examples on astrophysical research [65]. VisTrails collects provenance on the exploration and analysis of environmental,
medical, or other scientific data [20, 37].
Workflow characteristics. Scientific workflows have initially been modelled in a data-driven way. Thus, the edges P
of the workflow graph describe data dependencies, leading
to acyclic graphs [65, 131]. Some SWfMSs (e.g., [32]) also
allow to model control flow to some extent (e.g., controlloops), so resulting workflows may contain cycles.
Granularity. Especially in the domain of scientific workflows, initial efforts focus on collecting coarse-grained
provenance [6, 150]. For instance, Kepler, Galaxy and Taverna collect module execution time and status [6, 84, 131].
This is part of the collected coarse-grained provenance since
it is linked to a module as a whole rather than to individual tuples. Similarly, module annotations contribute to the
coarse-grained provenance information [5, 6]. Fine-grained
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provenance solutions for SWfMSs collect data dependencies
between individual data items. For instance, WebLab PROV
is capable to track individual items in nested XML artefacts [8]. Taverna and Kepler provide similar means to capture the derivation paths of single data items [32, 135, 151].
Form. Many provenance solutions in the scientific domain
allow to collect retrospective provenance at any granularity [6, 8, 150]. Their output typically is a provenance graph
that is based on the execution trace T . Further solutions focus on capturing prospective provenance as well. They may
not only rely on static workflow analysis, but also on annotations [5]. Evolution provenance is, for instance, supported
by Kepler [6] or Vistrails [75]. One goal of evolution provenance is an extension of the W3C PROV model [130]. Initial
ambitions by Missier et al. have led to the D-Prov extension [133], which has evolved to the ProvOne standard proposal. Oliveira et al. show that it is possible to map provenance data from multiple SWfMSs to the ProvOne standard,
indicating the feasibility of the standard [152].
Overhead. The evaluation of existing provenance solutions
in the scientific workflow provenance domain has a clear focus on qualitative aspects. Regarding runtime or space overhead for collecting provenance, no actual performance numbers or complexity analysis are provided.
4.3.2 Business workflows
Business workflows accompany and support processes between and within companies.
Workflow characteristics. Business workflows consist of
multiple activities, tasks, or events that may involve human
interaction. Unlike scientific workflows, they are driven by
the control flow [136]. That is why the edges P of a business
workflow W represent control flow. Data flow is typically
not even explicitly modelled in business workflows.
Granularity. Business process solutions mostly collect
provenance at the granularity of individual files [59, 171]. A
major challenge in collecting provenance for business workflows is to identify collection points for provenance and to
establish a generic provenance model [125]. It may even
be necessary to infer data dependencies from the execution order of workflow modules [172]. As a consequence,
the provenance solutions are often not able to track the origin and derivation path of individual data items within each
file [59]. Tan et. al point that business workflows are often assembled from web services whose internals are not
known. These services do not allow for tracking fine-grained
provenance out of the box [172]. However, provenance solutions typically track information about the origin, history,
and invocation of the web service [136].
Form. In the contex of business workflows, provenance is
often used for auditing, regulatory compliance, accountabil-
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ity or trustworthiness. Thus, the provenance solutions typically focus on retrospective provenance [59, 172].
Overhead. In this domain, recording of provenance is often
required for legal compliance, rendering provenance tracking mandatory. That may be one reason why the work cited
in this section does not provide overhead measurements.
4.3.3 Data analytics
A third group of systems are the data analytics engines. Even
though data analytics programs are typically data driven
as the name implies, they differ from the above workflow
systems. They do not originate in interdisciplinary sciences
like scientific workflow systems and business process management tools. Their original purpose is to process semistructured or unstructured data from heterogenous sources.
Popular representatives of data analytics engines include
Hadoop [184], Hive [178], Pig [154], and Spark [187]. For
some of these engines provenance extensions are developed
to deeply understand execution results and debug programs
[9, 104, 106]. Initial provenance research has covered especially low level map/reduce engines like Hadoop as RAMP,
Newt, and HadoopProv show [3, 104, 122]. Since implementing low level chains of map-reduce jobs is rigid and
yields a noticeable amount of custom code for recurring
problems [154] higher level languages like Pig [154], Hive
[178], and Spark [187] have emerged. They simplify the implementation of complex data analytics programs by providing high-level, declarative modules like join, merge, or filter
with clear semantics. Provenance solutions like Titian [106],
Lipstick [9], and Inspector Gadget [153] are tailored to these
higher level languages. Some solutions are custom-made for
special applications, e.g., Ariadne is designed to efficiently
record provenance information for streaming data in data analytics engines [82].
Workflow characteristics. Similarly to scientific workflows, data analytics workflows are data-driven. Thus, the
edges P generally describe data dependencies between data
manipulating modules M . Control dependencies like loops
as known from business workflows do not belong the predefined repertoire of possible operations. The workflow
graph W itself is acyclic [154, 178, 187].
Granularity. Provenance solutions for data analytics systems provide fine-grained provenance, which for these systems subsumes coarse-grained provenance as well. They
capture the derivation path of individual data items [104,
106]. Amsterdamer et al. focus explicitly on data items in
nested data structures [9]. They describe a formal model
for Pig Latin that combines fine-grained and coarse-grained
provenance. It reflects the internal state of the workflow
models as well as fine-grained data dependencies. Chothia
et al. add the modification time for each item and mod-
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ule to provide exact provenance for workflows with nonmonotonic modules [52].
Form. Similarly to scientific workflow solutions, solutions
instrument data analytics systems to collect retrospective
provenance during workflow execution. Lipstick, Titian,
RAMP, Newt, and others collect fine-grained retrospective
provenance [9, 104, 106, 122]. To the best of our knowledge,
no work focusing on prospective or evolution provenance
has been published in the domain of data analytics.
Why- and how-provenance. All solutions mentioned above
allow to track individual data items. However, they do not
capture how the manipulation of each module contributes
to the manipulation. Therefore, all of the solutions support what we describe as why-provenance in Sec. 3. Only
Amsterdamer et al. [9] and Chothia et al. [52] target howprovenance in the sense of Sec. 3. They store the provenance in a graph rather than provenance polynomials. It
keeps track not only of the derivation path of a data item but
also of the manipulation process each data item undergoes.
Monotonicity limitations. Most provenance solutions for
data analytics provide accurate provenance only in deterministic workflows that contain one non-monotonic module at most [52]. A module m is considered monotonic if
0
0
for any input data Im
✓ Im the constraint Om
✓ Om
holds [104]. While map-modules are inherently monotonic,
many complex modules including reduce-modules may violate this constraint. Examples of violating modules include
top-k modules [104], a stable-matching modules [52], or a
reduce module that emits only those data items which exclusively occur in either of two input datasets [52]. Chothia et
al. describe a provenance solution for analytics systems that
allows for precise provenance tracking in workflows with
more than one non-monotonic module. That is possible, because they record not only the derivation path but also the
logical time at which a data item is manipulated.
Overhead. Works in the data analytics domain report space
and time overhead of recording provenance (compared to
an execution not collecting provenance). However, the evaluation is not based on a unified benchmark. Dataset sizes
range from ten to hundred thousands of tuples [9], over a
few Gigabytes [153] to hundreds of Gigabytes [3, 104, 106].
The runtime overhead reported across the solutions ranges
from about 10% [3, 106, 122] in good cases to more than
100% in unfavorable test scenarios [9, 122]. To the best of
our knowledge, no formal complexity analysis on collecting
provenance in data analytics systems has been conducted.
4.3.4 General programming
Provenance solutions for general purpose programming languages like C++, Java, or Python have become subject to research in the recent years. Unlike, for instance, SWfMSs, the
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languages do not come with inherent provenance support.
As a consequence, multiple different approaches to collect
provenance are under research.
Workflow characteristics. Workflow graphs W derived
from programs written in general programming languages
may contain edges P representing data dependencies (i.e.,
changes of variable values) as well as control dependencies
(i.e. control loops or conditions). A consequence of the mixture also is the presence of cycles in W .
Granularity. Both fine-grained and coarse-grained provenance solutions for programming languages exist. For instance, noWorkflow collects fine-grained provenance for individual variables or items in collections [143]. In contrast,
YesWorkflow provides coarse-grained provenance by limiting provenance information to the level of function boundaries [127]. We observe that in this domain, several solutions
refer to fine-grained provenance. While these solutions indeed capture more details than those they compare to (and
are thus finer-grained), they do not qualify as fine-grained
according to our definition.
Form. In the context of programming languages, all forms
of provenance are under research. For instance, the provenance solutions Starflow [15] and NoWorkflow [143] aim
at collecting fine-grained, retrospective provenance for each
individual global and local variable. While Starflow and Jif
require modifications or explicit modelling during the program definition, noWorkflow handles unmodified programs.
In contrast to the named solutions, YesWorkflow generates
prospective provenance [127] from annotations. It extracts
building blocks and data dependencies solely from annotations made in a dedicated annotation language. Relying not
only on a static analysis but also on annotations is common
to collect prospective provenance in this domain [69, 127].
Efforts to combine retrospective and prospective provenance
in the domain of general programming are also advancing [69,159]. Recent research also puts emphasis on collecting evolution provenance for programs. Pimentel et al. [160]
propose a solution based on noWorkflow that captures modifications to the program definition along with their execution
provenance. For each program execution, input data, results,
and the current version of the program are recorded.
Utilized languages. Many provenance solutions work
across different languages [127, 143, 175]. NoWorkflow
[143, 158], YesWorkflow [127], RDataTracker [120], and
Starflow [15] aim at interpreted languages like Python, R, or
Matlab. Provenance extensions also exist for compiled languages like C or C++. Tariq et al. introduce SPADE, a provenance solution capable of tracking and analyzing provenance from multiple possibly distributed sources including
sources compiled with an extended LLVM compiler. It adds
provenance instrumentation at compile time [79,175]. In order to provide security guarantees on the data being pro-
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cessed the Jif programming language extends Java to internally capture the information flow [144]. Even though work
on information flow security considerably resides in the context of provenance, a more detailed discussion on it is out of
scope and can be found in [165].
Provenance capture. While many solutions have in common that they are applicable to multiple languages, their approach to track provenance differs. The first group of provenance solutions relies on program annotation or instrumentation. For instance, YesWorkflow obtains its provenance
graph from annotations associated with each function definition [127]. Similarly, RDataTracker requires provenance
library calls for each method in order to build a provenance
graph [120]. The Jif programming language explicitly taints
all data processed in a program [144]. In contrast to this
group, the second one does not require any modification to
the script. NoWorkflow belongs to this group [143]. It employs program slicing to identify data dependencies [158].
A third group of solutions makes use of both explicit provenance modifications to the program as well as transparent provenance collection. For instance, Starflow can track
provenance without annotation. However, expressiveness
and understandability of the provenance improves in case
annotations are available [15]. Dey et al. and Pimentel et
al. combine YesWorkflow and NoWorkflow to combine the
more abstract, simpler to understand YesWorkflow provenance with the more detailed, less comprehensible NoWorkflow provenance in order to obtain well-explorable provenance with a high degree of details [69, 159].
Overhead. Evaluations provided in works in this domain
focus on a qualitative assessment of the provenance expressiveness. An exception is SPADE [175]., where they report
a runtime overhead of about 5% to 14% for provenance
collection. Further quantitative measurements and detailed
complexity analyses are yet to appear.
5 Requirements
Collecting, querying, or analyzing provenance of different
types to achieve the various applications summarized in
Sec. 2 needs to be performed within given system and application requirements. The choice of what provenance solution is best suited depends on various requirements, such
as runtime or interoperability. This section presents a classification of system requirements to be taken into account
and discusses different methods considering and possibly
proposing optimizations with respect to these requirements.
5.1 Requirement classification
Fig. 6 summarizes the proposed requirement classification. Runtime focuses on the time “lost” for leveraging
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Runtime

Query processing
[13, 112, 171]
Provenance capture
[3, 4, 9, 23, 25, 118, 141, 153, 167]

Memory footprint

System Requirements

Scalability

Interoperability

Storage
[2, 3, 14, 18, 41, 42, 52, 59, 129, 141, 189]
Main memory
[9, 23, 106, 140, 142]
Data volume
[3, 4, 28, 56, 67, 76, 106, 124, 140, 171]
Standards-based
[31, 39, 56, 131, 133, 134, 148]
Proprietary
Search
[13, 28, 49, 74, 80, 141]

Query expressiveness

Integration
Security & Privacy
Fault tolerance
[3, 4, 106]

Navigation
[9, 13, 28, 49, 102, 120, 124]
Structured queries
[13, 80, 112, 129, 141]
Decoupling
[3, 4, 106, 111, 120]
Extension
[56, 142]
Access control
[17, 35, 44, 49, 129, 147, 156]
Sanitization
[27, 36, 45, 70, 103, 132]

Fig. 6: Classification of requirements

provenance, and divides into cost of processing provenance
queries and the cost for capturing provenance. Leveraging
provenance typically also requires access and usage to both
main memory and storage, leaving a memory footprint. Scalability requirements may apply, in particular on the data volume (of processed data and provenance). Another requirement is interoperability of provenance-enabled systems to
easily exchange provenance, for which both standards-based
or proprietary solutions apply. Concerning the query expressiveness of provenance queries, we distinguish between (selective) search queries, navigation queries, and structured
queries. When it comes to system integration of the provenance capabilities, requirements vary from possibly tightly
integrating provenance capabilities by extending the original
program code to necessitating a decoupling of provenance
management and the system for which provenance is used.
As for any application handling data, security and privacy
may be issues and systems may require different access control strategies and sanitization (or abstraction) techniques.
Finally, fault tolerance plays a role especially in modern,
highly distributed environments. We point out that there is
a minor overlap of our proposed classification with a classification of provenance purposes [87]. The overlap limits to
scalability, query expressiveness, and interoperability.
The following discussion provides examples of provenance systems where specific requirements have been explicitly considered and optimized for. The list of citations
is not intended to be complete but to illustrate different aspects within the classes of the requirements classification.
Note that Fig. 6 also summarizes the examples (by reference) provided in each class.
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5.2 Runtime

5.4 Scalability

We distinguish approaches optimizing runtime during
provenance query processing or during provenance capture.
Query processing. As we have seen, different types of
queries apply in provenance (further see Sec. 5.6). Consequently, different query optimization techniques apply. For
instance, provenance browser [13], a visualization tool for
provenance, uses optimization techniques proposed in [12]
to improve user’s query performance. Specialized indexing
techniques for accelerated query processing have also been
explored, e.g., in [112, 171].
Provenance capture. Many systems and algorithms, including [3, 4, 9, 23, 25, 118, 141, 153, 167] develop solutions
to reduce provenance capture runtime overhead or at least
experimentally study the runtime overheads. Optimizations
are considered at various levels, from the way provenance
is physically or logically modelled to algorithmic optimizations. Another aspect influencing the runtime of provenance
capture is the choice of whether or not to capture provenance in an eager or lazy way [46]. Whereas eager provenance capture computes (and stores) provenance during processing, lazy provenance capture computes (selected) provenance when requested by a provenance query. Typically, eager provenance adds a higher one-time runtime overhead but
improves query processing runtime, while lazy provenance
capture has a priori less runtime overhead during processing
at the price of a higher query processing runtime.

Provenance systems must be capable to handle large
amounts of provenance data that applications produce.
Ensuring the scalability to large volumes of data in a
system’s backend is possible by taking advantage of parallelization. For instance, Swift [76] includes a parallel scripting language and proposes a data model for recording and
querying scientific workflow provenance. Swift supports
scalability as it records provenance in large and distributed
workflows. However, its storage management is not currently scalable and querying provenance can take a long
time to execute. Another approach to enable scalability in
the backend is to leverage and extend scalable systems (e.g.,
Cloud solutions or Map Reduce programs). This strategy is
adopted by [3, 4, 56, 106, 140, 171].
As for scaling to large volumes of provenance data at
the front-end, MapOrbiter [124], Inprov [28], or [67] include solutions to visualize and interact with large volumes
of provenance. Both employ clustering of provenance entities to avoid the presentation of a cluttered provenance
graph. However, clustering methods differ in the two works,
indeed, MapOrbiter uses semantic information to group related nodes whereas InProv uses temporal clustering of information recorded in the same period.

5.3 Memory footprint
Provenance solutions require memory resources, both on
disk or main memory.
Storage. Concerning the storage on disk, optimizations reducing the required storage space of provenance either research adequate data models (e.g., [14, 18]) or opt for reducing the amount of provenance to be stored. The latter
can be done either by restricting to an excerpt of the provenance [41, 52, 59, 129] based on application need or userspecification, or computing and storing provenance summaries (either exact, e.g., [14,42] or approximate [2]). These
techniques typically incur some information loss that may
however be acceptable for different types of applications.
While not all provenance systems focus on optimizing required storage, several systems (e.g., [3, 141, 188]) provide
experimental evidence to showcase the acceptable storage
overhead incurred by provenance capture.
Main memory. Provenance-enabled systems primarily use
main memory to perform caching of intermediate results.
This typically aims for faster provenance capture [9,23,106,
140, 142]. However, we are not aware of any work studying
or optimizing the load put on main memory when adding
provenance capabilities to a system.

5.5 Interoperability
Interoperability describes the ability of a provenanceenabled system to exchange provenance with other systems
and to combine provenance produced by multiple systems.
Standards-based. To facilitate the exchange between
provenance systems, standardization efforts have led to
the definition of a W3C standard. A first standardization effort was the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [138],
adopted in several workflow provenance systems such as
Taverna [131, 134], Karma [39], Kepler-Hadoop [56] and
COMAD-Kepler [31]. The W3C PROV [130] standard is
deeply inspired by OPM. Several approaches further extend
the standard [133, 148].
Proprietary. Despite the above standardization efforts, we
observe that its adoption is not yet widely spread and that
many tools, even though allowing for provenance export and
import, rely on proprietary formats for exchanging provenance using a variety of data models, including semantic,
relational, and semi-structured ones.
5.6 Query Expressiveness
Concerning the expressiveness of provenance queries, we
distinguish between (selective) search queries, navigation
queries, and structured queries.
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Search queries. Several systems [13, 28, 74, 80, 141] allow
to query the provenance graph through easy to use search
queries such as searching by items (e.g., [49]), by time (e.g.,
[28]), or by kind of elements tracked (e.g., [13]).
Navigation. The extension of a dependency edge in a provenance graph and changing granularity (ZOOM IN/OUT) is
for instance adopted in Map Orbiter [124], Provenance Curious [102], Provenance explorer [49], RDataTracker [120],
Lipstick [9], and InProv [28]. We consider these as navigation queries through the provenance graph. Incremental
queries provided by Provenance browser [13] also qualify
as navigation queries since these allow to move, in the context of one perspective on provenance to the next.
Structured query languages. The most expressive from of
queries are structured query languages. Since many provenance systems use relational, XML, or RDF storage, they
support querying provenance by leveraging the corresponding query languages. Indeed, they customize existing query
languages like XPath, SQL, or SPARQL in order to query
the provenance store (examples include PERM [80], PQL
[141], QLP [13], VQL [129], and ProQL [112]).

5.7 Application Integration
There are different means in extending an existing system
with provenance capabilities. Provenance management can
either be done at a layer decoupled from the main processing
engine or a tight integration is implemented by extending the
processing engine with provenance capabilities.
Extension. The tight integration implemented by extending
the code of systems or the environment (e.g. the kernel) in
which provenance should be tracked is a commonly adopted
technique (e.g., [56, 72]). However, such tight integration is
typically hard to implement for an already operative system
and may not adapt well to new versions of the underlying
(extended) software. Clearly, this imposes a high maintenance burden on the extended software.
Decoupling. Examples of systems capturing provenance by
providing provenance-management decoupled from the actual processing include [3, 4, 106, 111, 120]. For instance,
Titian [106] is built on the top of existing systems and integrates smoothly with the Spark runtime and programming
interface. Another example is RDataTracker [120] that is
implemented as a data provenance library for R scripts. As
for [111], which uses provenance for collaborative data sharing, it is implemented as a layer above an RDBMS.

5.8 Security and Privacy
Making complete provenance available to all users may raise
both security and privacy concerns [21], currently addressed
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either by implementing configurable access control mechanism or by implementing sanitization techniques.
Access control. Configurable access control organizes access to the resources provided by a provenance-supporting
system with a granularity that is sufficient to protect these
resources. For instance, [49] proposes an authentication system to redirect users following their access privileges to the
suitable visualization of provenance. SecProv [44] is a visual interface that uses role-based access policy to determine
which view of workflow provenance is accessible to specific
users. Access control policies are specified during workflow
design, and inherited by the derived provenance produced
at execution time. Authors of [129] propose an approach to
collect provenance for private Web services in the context of
enterprises. Realizing that provenance must not be visible to
all users, they suggest an access control mechanism for Web
service runtimes including authentication and authorization
features. Another security issue is the fact that as provenance
capture is often implemented such that it executes with the
same privileges and the same user space as the process itself,
leading to new possible attacks. In this context, security of
the system may be improved based on sandboxing the application [17]. Enhancing the security in the system is also
the topic of [156]. To ease the definition of access control
rules leveraging provenance, different languages have been
proposed [35, 147].
Sanitization. Sanitization abstracts or prunes provenance by
omitting sensitive pieces of the provenance. An overview of
provenance-aware sanitization systems is provided in [47].
Cheney [45] proposes a framework for provenance abstraction that is based on formalization of security policies
such as obfuscation and disclosure. Similarly, Cadenhead
et al [36] present a graph rewriting approach to abstract
away sensitive information within provenance. Zoom [27]
applies sanitization for workflow provenance. Here, users,
who are knowledgeable about the structure of the workflow, indicate which module they are interested in. A reduction of provenance is performed by grouping modules considered to be uninteresting. ProPub [70] computes provenance that could be published based on certain privacy requirements. It allows users to edit provenance by providing
anonymizing, abstracting, and hiding operators. ProPub encompasses mechanisms to repair conflicts expected between
user’s manipulations and privacy requirements. Abstracting
provenance conforming to W3C PROV given user credentials is studied in [132]. This work includes mechanisms to
detect problems possibly occurring after abstraction operation, such as the appearance of cycles and the breaking of
temporal constraints. Similarly [103] proposes graph rewriting approaches that omit sensitive provenance while preserving the integrity of the abstracted provenance graph.
As pointed out by [174], issues related to provenance security and privacy remain open issues. More specifically, it
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highlights the gap between current provenance frameworks
used in distributed systems and requirements expected to ensure the security and privacy of provenance.
5.9 Fault tolerance
The last requirement of our classification to consider when
devising a solution for provenance management is fault tolerance, i.e., the ability of the system to re-compute provenance when failure is detected. One solution is to use frameworks like Apache Hadoop or Apache Spark, as tasks for
collecting provenance are distributed and replicated between
nodes of the cluster just like any other task. Consequently,
when a node fails to execute a sub-task of the provenance
process, another one will take over the execution of this
function. Current provenance systems taking advantage of
these functionalities and thus implementing fault tolerance
for provenance capture include [3, 4, 106].
6 Summary and Research Challenges
In the present survey, we have reviewed the state of the art
of provenance research, focusing on the questions why capturing provenance is useful, what form captured provenance
information may take for various types of processes, and
which system requirements need to be considered by systems offering provenance capture.
The applications of provenance surveyed in this paper
relate to understanding, reproducing, and improving the production processes of some derived data. Our classification
further highlights the targeted users for both collecting and
leveraging provenance for a given application.
Concerning the form provenance may take, we have presented a type hierarchy of provenance types that encompasses data provenance, workflow provenance, information
system provenance, and the generic type provenance metadata. In the detailed discussion of data provenance, we have
focused the discussion on novel techniques on the provenance of expected, but missing query results. The novel classification of systems collecting workflow provenance recognizes different domains of workflow provenance and distinguishes different provenance granularities and forms.
Our discussion of requirements for provenance computation reveals nine requirement classes such as efficiency,
scalability, security, or query expressiveness. Considering
and adequately coping with these requirements is essential
to deploy and leverage provenance management systems for
the various applications we have identified.
Achieving this overarching goal however requires to
tacke several research challenges that so far have only been
marginally addressed. We conclude this survey by four research opportunities to the provenance community that all
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aim at fostering the adoption of techniques capturing and
exploiting provenance information that, despite the very relevant applications, is still quite modest.
Challenge 1: Systems. As pointed out in our discussion
of requirements, systems that are more aware of and responsive to requirements of end-users still need to be developed. To this end, workload-based optimization of provenance collection is one possible avenue for future research.
Here, the optimization requires to for instance automatically
select an adequate type, model, granularity, compression, or
suited collection points of provenance while satisfying possibly multiple user constraints.
Challenge 2: Data provenance for further processes. The
most fine-grained type of provenance, namely data provenance, is so far achieved for a very restricted class of processes. While first efforts have studied to capture the same
level of detail for workflow provenance, it remains an open
question how provenance at the level of individual data
items may be captured and rendered useful for other types
of processes. For instance, in data cleaning or data integration processes, a typical problem is to find the right set
of algorithms, parameters, or set of rules to forge the desired high-quality output. Enabling fine-grained provenance
capture for these requires defining what provenance is relevant for the process (e.g.,for identified partial functional
dependencies, it may be interesting to know which tuples
violate the functional dependency, while for entity resolution rules, the information on the responsibility of each part
of the rules for the duplicate classification is more interesting). This provenance then needs to be modelled, efficiently
computed, managed, and queried In addition, provenance of
missing results has so far not been considered beyond structured queries over relational data, offering plenty of research
opportunities (both for further data models and processes).
Challenge 3: Exploration and analysis of provenance
data. The abundance of provenance data that can be captured poses the new challenge of making use of these
data. While querying provenance data has been studied together with data models for provenance, there exists only
little work on properly visualizing, exploring, and analyzing
provenance data in a user-friendly way. Interesting research
questions to be answered are for instance how to adequately
visualize different types of provenance for the various applications we have discussed, how to effectively support visual and interactive provenance data exploration, and how
the abstraction and information loss caused by the visual encoding may impact on the provenance capture optimization
and management, e.g., in terms of incremental computation
or necessary granularity to be computed.
The challenges mentioned above are only some of the
many questions that remain to be answered in the field of
provenance. These challenges also have a high practical
value so that overall, we believe that in the years to come,
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provenance research will remain an attractive research field
both for foundational researchers and practitioners.
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